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Flood Update
USC officials don’t know
yet what caused the water
pipe to burst in Columbia
H a l l We d ne s d ay n ig ht ,
but say it’s not something
st udent s shou ld wor r y
about.
“ I t h a p p e n s ,” U S C
spokesman Russ McKinney
said. “It’s not common, but it
happens.”
The pipes have already
been repa i red, he sa id
Thursday morning. He did
not know how long it would
take to replace the broken
ceiling in t he lobby, but
said maintenance response
teams usually handle those
problems quickly.
The pipe that leaked and
then burst was one of the
main water supply lines to
the fire sprinkler system,
McKinney said. He said that
maintenance workers would
figure out what caused the
leak.
We d n e s d a y n i g h t ,
Columbia Hall residents
watched a leak in the ceiling
turn into a flood that ran out
the front doors of the dorm
and collapsed the ceiling in
the lobby. Water to residents’
rooms was unaffected,
McKinney said.
— Jess Davis, News Editor
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Colbert makes run for presidency
South Carolina primary
gets stirred up as political
pundit announces bid
Travis Frayard

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

South Carolina voters will
now have one more name to
choose from when it comes
time to cast a vote during
the state’s highly publicized
primary.
Stephen Colbert, host
of Comedy Central’s “The
Colbert Report” and author
of “I Am America (And So
Can You!),” has decided to
make a run for the White

House.
“I shall seek the office of
the president of the United
States,” Colbert announced
on his late-night show.
He pla ns to r u n in
his native state of South
Ca rol i na, “a nd Sout h
Carolina alone.”
“I’m down for it, I’d vote
for him,” said second-year
accounting student Adam
Barringer. “If Ronald Reagan
was a good president, I don’t
see why Stephen Colbert
can’t be.”
Jason DeCrow / The Associated Press
A c c o r d i n g t o C N N , Stephen Colbert
Colbert plans to run as both a
Democrat and a Republican, he is the only one that “can
a strategy that he claims is lose twice.”
“I don’t know much about
ver y dangerous because,
unlike all other candidates, politics, but you have to

Student Pulse

choose a side,” said first-year
engineering major James
Rowe. “You cannot be on
both sides. It is like saying
you are a South Carolina fan
if South Carolina wins, or
a Clemson fan if Clemson
win.”
Be side s decla r i ng h is
candidac y for president,
Colbert has also already
n a r rowed h i s p otent ia l
running mate, should he
get that far, down to three
choices: former A rkansas
G o v. M i k e H u c k a b e e ,
Russian President Vladimir
Putin or himself.
“Colbert is obviously the
best choice to be his own
running mate,” said thirdyear theater student Kelly

Renko. “But it is all a big joke
anyway. I honestly think that
he is famous enough to run
by himself.”
On-campus reaction to
Colbert running has been
mixed: many students are
not sure if he is seriously
going to run, or if this is all
some big joke.
Even political analysts are
unsure if Colbert is serious
or simply tr ying to gain
attention. When asked to
comment on how Colbert
could affect the presidential
r a c e , C B S a n a l y s t Je f f
Greenfield simply stated,
“This is going to be one for
the books.”
COLBERT ● A4

What do you think about Steven
Colbert running for president?
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Third-year
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“He definitely has the
popularit y for younger
voters.”

“In theor y it’s a cool
idea, but realistically, it’s
a stretch.”

“ I t ’s g o o d t o s e e
someone running that’s
not the typical candidate.”

“I know nothing about
him.”

“Why not? If I had the
money, I would do it.”

School gives preteens pill, patch
King Middle School
can now distribute
oral contraceptives
Jerry Harkavy
The Associated Press

P O R T L A N D, M a i n e School officials on Thursday
defended a decision to allow
children as young as 11 to
obtain birth control pills at a
middle-school health center,
say ing t he new polic y is
aimed at a tiny number of
sexually active students.
King Middle School will
become the first middle school
in Maine, and apparently
one of only a few in t he
nation, to make a full range
of contraception available,
including birth control pills
and patches.
S t u d e nt s w o u l d n e e d
parental permission to use
the city-run health center in
the school, but they wouldn’t
have to tell them they were
seeking birth control.
“People I associate with are
looking at me like, are you
guys crazy? Is this really going
to happen in Portland?” said
school committee Chairman
John Coyne, who opposed
the new policy in the 7-2
vote by the Portland School
Committee on Wednesday
night.
There are no nat iona l
figures on how many middle
schools provide such services.
Most middle-school students
range in age from 11 to 13.
“It’s very rare that middle
schools do this,” said Divya
Mohan, a spokeswoman for
the National Assembly on
School-Based Health Care.
This week, the health center
asked the committee to make
birth-control pills available
to high school-aged students
who were st ill in middle
school and unable to access

Joel Page / The Associated Press

School nurse Amanda Rowe speaks about the proposal.
the contraception available at
the high school, said Portland
School Committee member
Robert O’Brien.
School officials said five
of the school’s 510 students
would have qualif ied for
the birth control under the
program last year.
O’Brien, whose district
includes King Middle School,
said the notion that young
children can now easily get
birt h control pills is f lat
wrong.
“ T hey don’t ju st have
a giant punch bowl full of
pills,” he said.
The birt h cont rol w ill
b e g iven out on ly a f ter
extensive counseling, and no
prepubescent children will
get it, O’Brien said.
But Coyne said a physically

mature, sav v y 11-year-old
could get the birth control
once the permission slip to
use the center is signed.
“I think she could navigate
the system,” he said.
Portland’s three middle
schools had seven pregnancies
in the last five years, said
Douglas Gardner, director
of Portland’s Healt h and
Human Services Department.
He said early reports of 17
pregnancies during the last
four years were erroneous.
K ing M iddle School is
a mo n g Por t l a nd’s mo s t
d iverse schools, w it h 31
languages spoken there and
28 percent of its students
foreign-born. The school,
located on the same peninsula
as downtown Portland, draws
from the islands in Casco

Bay, wealthier neighborhoods
overlooking the bay, and lowincome triple deckers.
Fifty-four percent of the
students are part of the federal
free lunch program, which is
an indicator of poverty.
Principal Michael
McCarthy said the school
h ad ju st one preg n a nc y
last year, but students were
reporting they were sexually
a c t i v e . T h e c e nt e r h a s
dispensed condoms since
2000, but because it could not
prescribe birth-control pills,
nurses referred the students
to Planned Parenthood or
Maine Medical Center.
“When they followed up,
t hey found t hat in many
cases, the kids weren’t doing
that,” McCarthy said.
The policy raises new legal
concerns.
Sex w it h a nonspousal
minor under 14 is considered
gross sexual assault in Maine,
and officials said it was unclear
whether nurses at the health
center would be required to
report such activities.
“If we’re required to report
anything that we think is
illegal, we certainly will do
that,” said Gardner, who said
health centers already comply
with state law and report
cases in which child abuse or
sex abuse are suspected.
Gov. John Baldacci said he
had reservations about the
program and was trying to
learn more.
“I appreciate local officials
trying to address a need in
a medically appropriate way,
but these are children,” he
said in an interview with the
AP. “An appropriate balance
must be struck addressing
the troubling situation that
a small number of students
f i nd t he m s el ve s i n a nd
recognizing the important
role that parents and other
family should play.”
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The “Mosquito” is meant to prevent teen loitering.

New gadgets help
police ﬁght crime
‘ShotSpotter’ alerts
authorities when it
senses gunshots
Brad Maxwell
STAFF WRITER

Loitering teens will be
driven away f rom t heir
favorite hang out spot s
by a piercing noise only
t hey ca n hea r, a nd t he
Richland County Sheriff’s
Department will be able
to find the location of a
g u n s hot t he s e c o nd it
o c c u r s , t h a n k s t o t wo
h i g h - t e c h d e v ic e s t he
department has recently
started using.
One, t he “Mosquito,”
e m it s a no i s e t h at , i n
theory, can only be heard
by those younger than 25.
It’s marketed as an “antigraffiti and anti-loitering
deterrent system,” and has
been used by store owners
in the United K ingdom
since its release there in
2005.
Richland County is the
first place in the United
States to use the device,

sa id Lt . C h r is C owa n,
senior public information
coordinator for t he
department.
“ We’r e t he f i r s t l aw
enforcement, fi rst anybody
to have the equipment in
the U.S.,” he said.
T he new s y stem wa s
acquired through a
pa r t nersh ip w it h t he
Staffordshire and London
Met rop ol it a n Pol ice
departments in England,
he said.
According to Cowan,
the sheriff ’s department
has been testing the device
for about a year and a half.
It was placed in locations
prone to drug trafficking,
vandalism and loitering,
like Columbia Place Mall.
“ It w o r k e d ,” C o w a n
said. “We’re not going to
introduce somet hing to
the community unless it
works.”
A ccord i ng to a new s
release, research has
shown that most people
younger than 25 can hear
the frequency and typically
the sound has the desired
ef fec t of mov i ng teens
DEVICES ● A2
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Local organizations
team up for charity
Winter clothing drive to benefit Columbia homeless
Kathleen Rogers

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

As nighttime temperatures
start to dip into the 50s, a
C olu mbi a l aw f i r m h a s
started collecting coats and
blankets for homeless and
needy people.
“Charity begins at home
and in the communit y. It
is time for us to give back
to those who are part of it,”
said Debra Galloway of the
Player Law Firm.
Galloway and t he f irm
c ol l ab or at e d w it h Hol y
Light Tabernacle and Christ
Church Ministries for the
winter drive.
T he t h ree g roup s a re
work ing together to
get at tor ne y s a nd ot her
professionals more involved
with charitable events, but
want help from st udents,
too.
Students who don’t have
extra winter coats, blankets
or shoes lying around can
help by volu nteer i ng to
distribute collected items
or telling others about the
drive, Galloway said.

Columbia’s homeless have
the most need for these items
because they deteriorate so
quickly from being outside
non-stop, Galloway said.
Homele s s p eople “a re
walk ing all the time, and
their shoes wear out. They
also have to tote everything
with them, so a lot of things
are stolen,” she said.
G alloway, who st ar ted
the drive while part of the
Christian Legal Society at
USC Law School, would like
to see all organizations get
involved with the project
either through contributions
or by donating their time.
The drive, which started
Oct. 1, will last t hrough
winter, Galloway said. The
first distribution of items
to the homeless will be in
November.
Further information about
how to donate items or time
to the drive can be found on
the companies’ Web sites,
and through the drive’s page
on myspace.com.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu

Donations can be taken to the following places:

The Player Law Firm
1415 Broad River Road
Phone 803-772-8008
Monday-Thursday
8:30am-5:30pm
Friday 8:30am-3pm
Holy Light Tabernacle

Christ Central
Ministries
2401 Main Street
Phone 803-765-1998
Monday-Friday 9am-1pm
Thursday 6pm-8pm
Sunday 8am-noon

15 Ander Way (by the State Park) Wednesday

6pm-8pm Friday 6pm-8pm/Saturday 9am-1pm

Professor discusses anti-Semitism
Paul Hyman of Yale
lectures on stereotypes,
effects of past injustices
Halley Nani

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

During the turn of the
20th centur y, Jews faced
tremendous anti-Semitism
in Europe, according to a
Yale University professor
Thursday night.
Paula Hyman, a professor
of Modern Jewish History
at Yale University and the
president of the American
Academy of Jewish Research,
lectured in “Anti-Semitism,
DEVICES ● Continued from A1
away within a few minutes,
at which time the device
can be turned off.
Field trials have shown
that teenagers are aware of
the sound and move away
within five to 10 minutes.
“They’ll realize there is
an irritation that they can’t
get around,” Cowan said.
Cowan, 37, said he could
he a r t he noi se at clo se
range inside, but when set
up outside he wasn’t able to
hear the frequency.
T he Mosqu ito ha s a
range of 50 to 30 0 feet,
a nd is supposed to be
more annoying the closer
someone is to the unit.
James Johnson, a firstyear business and Spanish
st udent , sa id he t h i n k s
t he de v ice m ight m a ke
teenagers move, but that
t hey w ill cont inue t heir
activities elsewhere.

Gender and Jewish Identity
in Europe” at Drayton Hall.
T he le c t u r e , p a r t of
the Solomon Tenenbaum
L e c t u r e s h ip i n Je w i s h
St udies, focused on t he
pervasiveness of European
stereotypes of the Jewish
male and female in the 1890’s
and 1900’s.
“I raise the question of
how to evaluate the social
and political consequences
of the stereotypical images
of the Jewish people during
this time period,” Hyman
said. “How can minorities
possibly maintain a sense of
self when approaching such
negative stereotypes?”
In the 19th century, Jews

dealt with stereotypes that
had been attributed to them
for centuries, along with new
ones that were sprouting up
and becoming widespread,
Hyman said.
Hyman said there were
d if ferent t y pes of a nt iSemitism men and women
f a c e d i n 19 t h c e nt u r y
Europe.
“Images were proliferated
throughout European culture
with the idea that Jewish
men were, for the most part,
feminine,” Hyman said.
“The general outline of
characteristics of Jewish
men included traits such as
physical and moral weak,
ugly, and ill-formed,” Hyman

said.
Hyman said that European
propaganda never portrayed
men as masculine.
Hyman said these
feminized ideas stemmed
from the fact that “Jews
had rejected attributes that
were common to Gentile
men in general, like brute
strength.”
“Jews accepted a more
cerebral masculinity, and saw
their identity as educated,
not as strong, assertive men,”
Hyman said.
“Such stereotypes resulted
in the exclusion of Jewish
men from youth groups,
especially in Germany,” said

“ I t h i n k i t ’s a g o o d
idea,” Joh nson sa id. “It
might reduce said crimes,
but teenagers w ill go
somewhere else.”
Cowa n a lso sa id t he
dev ice cou ld be used to
disperse crowds of young
people engaged in unlawful
riots or protests.
He said the device had
been used for that purpose
in Canada, and would be
a good way to d isper se
crowds without having to
physically touch or confront
people.
The cost of the Mosquito
is between $450 and $500,
depending on the decibel
level of the device. European
g o v e r n me nt a l a g e nc ie s
and environmental groups
have tested the device and
found there is no risk of
long-term hearing damage.
The device also meets all
known noise ordinances in
the United States.

The sheriff’s department
has a lso i nt roduced t he
Shot Sp ot ter, a w i rele s s
product designed to detect
gunshots and triangulate
the location where gunshots
were fi red.
“We’re no longer reliant
on commu nit y members
calling in,” Cowan said.
“ We’re able to d ispatch
immediately to the location
of t he g u nshot,” Cowan
said.
He sa id t he s y stem is
technologically advanced
enough to d if ferent iate
bet ween g u nshot s a nd
similar sounds such as a car
backfi re or firecrackers.
“ T h is is a good idea,
especially in communities
w he r e v iole nt c r i me i s
a problem,” sa id Ha l l ie
Smith, a first-year marine
science student.
Johnson agreed, saying
that the system could detect
gunshots that community

members might otherwise
be afraid to report.
The system was brought
to Columbia t hrough
a p a r t ner s h ip w it h t he
South Carolina Research
Authorit y. The system is
completely paid for through
the partnership and uses no
county funds, Cowan said.
“We will see successful
reductions in crime without
expending resources from
the county,” Cowan said.
Cowan said the
Shot Sp ot t e r i s u s e d i n
mu lt iple c it ies i n t he
U.S. a nd has been used
in Charleston and North
Charleston for some time.
A ccord i ng to C owa n ,
the system will be put in
place in communities and
areas he feels will best serve
citizens, but he would not
release specific locations.
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Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu
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Levine Will Be Loved

Second-year economics
student Michael Richter said
he wouldn’t vote for Colbert.
“But I think it is funny,”
Richter said.
So far it is unclear whether
students and other South
Carolina residents will turn
out in enough force to help
Colbert make it though the
state’s primar y elect ion,
but one thing is certain, his
candidacy will make this
a more compet it ive race,
drawing away votes from
other potential candidates on
both sides of party lines.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu
JEWS ● Continued from A2
Hyman. “A nd as a result,
Jews established new groups
with similar agendas.”
In contrast, Jewish men
faced anti-Semitism based
on psychological and mental
traits, rather than on physical
ones, Hyman said.
Jew ish women were
supposed to be manipulative,
materialistic and deceiving.
Women were viewed and
accepted as relying on wit
to make up for their lack of
physical strength, according
to European scientists.
Hyman said they could
console t hemselves w it h
God’s covenant with them as
God’s chosen people.
“Jews t hought t hat
they suffered at the hands
of G ent i le s [i n Eu rope]
due to their sins, and their
fa it hf u l ness wou ld be
rewarded at the end of days.”
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu

• KAYAKING
• TUBING
• CANOEING
1107 State Street • Cayce, SC 29033
(803) 796 - 4505
www.adventurecarolina.com

Graeme Fouste / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Adam Levine, lead singer of the pop-rock group Maroon 5, belts out his tunes in Columbia at the Colonial Center on Thursday night.

Club killing may bring reform
Mother of dead gay man lobbies for hate crime
legislation; S.C. is one of 5 states still without it
Seanna Adcox
The Associated Press

COLUMBIA—The mother
of an openly gay man killed
earlier this year outside a
Greenville County bar said
Wednesday she’s outraged
because she has been told
the teen accused of throwing
the deadly punch won’t face
the stiffest charge possible.
Sean Kennedy’s mother
said the chief investigator
in her son’s death told her a
grand jury indicted Stephen
A ndrew Moller w it h

involuntary manslaughter
for the May 16 death of her
20-year-old son, who fell to
the ground after being hit
in the face in the parking lot
of a bar.
Police said he likely struck
his head on the pavement or
a curb.
Mol ler wa s i n it ia l ly
charged with murder and
has been in the Greenville
County jail since turning
himself in May 17.
Police said a man punched
Kennedy after saying a gay
slur.

Largest Selection In The Midlands
Over 140 Styles In Stock!
Blossom St.

8:00am-7:00pm Monday-Friday
8am-6pm Sat • 1:30-5:30pm Sun

SAY

Parklane
Plaza

Bi-Lo

HARDWARE HOUSE

$

Huger St.

● Tripple Tails
● Fathoms
● Turbines
& Many More!

Main St.

USC
Campus

Bridge

Hardware House

1000 Off

Purchase of any
Costa Del Mar Sunglasses
Must present coupon at time of purchase. 1 coupon per purchase. Exp. 10/31/07

PARKLAND PLAZA, CAYCE • 794-3561
300 W. MAIN STREET, LEXINGTON • 957-9300
www.hardwarehousesc.com

TO THE FLU!
You can now get ﬂu shots for $10
($20 for faculty/staff) at the Thomson
Student Health Center

Ways to say Boo to the Flu
1. Wash your hands often to protect you from
germs.
2. Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue when
coughing or sneezing.
3. Avoid touching your eyes, nose, or mouth.
4. Get plenty of sleep, exercise, drink lots of water,
and eat nutritious food.
5. Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
Students can call (803) 777-7026 or visit
www.sa.sc.edu/shs for more information.

“My son was murdered
because t he person who
k i l led h i m d id not l i ke
h is sex ua l or ient at ion,”
Elke Kennedy said of her
youngest child. “Involuntary
manslaughter is not justice
for murdering somebody.”
Prosec utors issued a
statement Wednesday saying
t hey cou ld not conf i r m
what t he grand jur y did
Tuesday because the panel
meets in secret and did not
issue its fi nal public report
before leaving for the day.
A phone call seeking more
information immediately
af ter t he st atement was
released was not returned.

Elke Kennedy said she
will continue fighting for
her son by advocating for
state and federal hate crime
laws t hat wou ld requ ire
extra prison time and deny
parole for criminals who
attack homosexuals.
She said she was angry,
but not surprised, by the
lesser charge.
“Stop t he hate a nd
violence. It’s a vicious circle,”
said Kennedy, who’s formed
a nonprof it organization
called Sean’s Last Wish.
“Sometimes I feel we’re back
hundreds of years when I
see what happened with my
son.”

Moller’s listed attorney,
James Goldsmith Jr., did not
respond to a message left at
his listed number.
South Carolina is among
five states with no hate crime
laws. A rkansas, Georgia,
I nd i a n a a nd Wy o m i n g
are the others, according
to t he A nt i-Defamat ion
League. Of the 45 states and
Washington, D.C., with hate
crime laws, 32 cover sexual
orientation, according to
the organization.
Several hate crime
proposals were introduced
i n t he S o u t h C a r ol i n a
Legislature earlier this year
but remain in committee.
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School gives
birth control
pills, patches
to pre-teens
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IN OUR OPINION

Weekend oﬀers fun
for visiting parents
Welcome, parents.
After sending your kids off to school in August, I’m sure
you’ve had this weekend circled on your calendars in red
marker. Either that or wishing it would never come.
Either way, a legion of young scholars awaits you
eagerly, longing, whether they admit it or not, for a taste
of home after two months of school.
So I’m sure some of you will go see our top-10 football
team, in action against Vanderbilt. Some of you will
go shopping in Five Points
and on Harbison Boulevard.
Some of you m ight just
t a ke a tou r of c a mpu s ,
take a few pictures on the
horseshoe and have a quiet
family dinner somewhere
downtown. Whatever you
do, have fun.
But remember, your progeny are young adults now. Even
the freshmen have been living on their own for about two
months now and, by and large, are doing just fine. So
while everyone loves a visit from their parents, remember
that little Johnny and Suzie are now young adults.
So come, visit, and have a great time. We’re extremely
proud of our university and love to show it off. But don’t
smother your kids. If you haven’t already, let the leash out
a little bit. They’ll always love you and always come to
you for help if they need it. But with a little space, they’ll
appreciate you more than ever.
So enjoy the game, enjoy the town and enjoy the
festivities. While there might not be tears of joy, your kids
still love you.

A legion of young
scholars awaits you,
eagerly, longing for a
taste of home.

CORRECTIONS
Tuesday’s Crime Report should have read that Stephen
Flores was found with one-eighth of an ounce of marijuana,
not 23.5 grams. The Daily Gamecock apologizes for this
error.
If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about
it. E-mail us at gamecockopinions@gwm.sc.edu

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
Voice your opinion on message boards at www.dailygamecock.com
or send letters to the editor at gamecockopinions@gwm.sc.edu
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THE AMANDA SHOW

Nooses, hate images plague mankind
Students should not ignore
prejudice, must take stand
against society’s wrongs

something
t h a t
i s
f a r aw a y.
Ever ybody
st ill t hinks
W hen you t h in k of a
about racism
noose hanging from a tree
a s
t h e
or a post in t he middle AMANDA
Southern
of town, chances are the DAVIS
wh ite h ick
images in your head date Second-year
whose entire
back to the 18th century English
family lineage
and earlier — you either student
is traced
recall days when people
arou nd t he
were s e nt e nc e d t o t he
Ku Klux Klan.
g a l low s cent u r ie s ago,
Images are stronger than
or days of carpetbaggers
ideas — it’s always worked
a nd prejud ice af ter t he
this way. You can’t just write
Civ il War. W ho wou ld
about people not being over
have thought, in the 21st
their prejudice, you have to
century, decades after the
show them.
civil rights movements of
Five nooses: one at a post
the 1960s and 1970s, over
office at Ground Zero, one
100 years after the end of
hanging on a professor’s
slavery and 200 after the
door at Columbia
slave t rade ended, t hat
Universit y and three at,
incidents of nooses hanging
you guessed it, the middle
out in public would be in
of the Jena 6 controversy.
the news. How is it that
Are these images strong
af ter years of pa i n a nd
enough to remind a cocky
fighting, we haven’t gotten
generation that we aren’t
any farther than this?
as evolved as we think we
I know we have all read
are?
about prejudice and it gets
Obviously people’s image
tiring after a while— racism
of an acute racist population
is bad, ever yone should
in the Southeast is off: all
love one another and all
of t hese act s show t hat
human beings are equal
people are hateful all over
in God’s eyes, right? Sure
— a nd worse — hatef u l
this is cheesy, and when
enough to make displays
people write colorful little
like these in places like a
writings about colorblind
tragic memorial site in New
harmony, racism sounds like
York City and a top-notch

university (one at which we
heard a hate-filled speech
only weeks ago).
I t ’s s h a m e f u l a n d
disgusting that we haven’t
come a ny f a r t her t ha n
this after generations and
generat ions of f ight ing.
W henever we t h ink we
have started to move past
primal hatred, something
comes back to remind us
how ignorant we are.
October’s issue of The
Garnet and Black focused
around how this generation
of students has not had to
deal with and join in the
protests and conflicts of the
past— maybe instead of this
being a sign of how much
we have overcome, this is a
sign that we are starting to
forget our responsibilities,
and the fact that it is our
turn to stand against what
is wrong.
I’m tired of racist rants
of people accusing others
of b e i n g r a c i s t at a n y
o p p o r t u n it y t h e y c a n
get their hands on. Get
over yourselves. Instead
of playing a race card or
denying that hate crimes
and displays are still going
on i n t he world , s t a r t
doing something—or in
30 years, our children will
be complaining about how
their parents’ generation is
set in their ways.

Climate issue requires education ﬁrst
Arguements over global,
social changes need to be
understood, then debated
DR. EDWARD R. CARR
Department of Geography
Guest Column

Brad Leake’s “Climate
theory prolongs Africa’s
pain” presents an important
issue related to climate
change, but in the end gets
it wrong for two reasons.
Leake misrepresents the
state of climate negotiation.
He is quite correct that any
demand that developing
nations not contribute to
greenhouse gas production
wou ld ef fect ively lim it
their development, keeping
them poor. However, the
Kyoto Protocol does not
demand this.
Developing countries,
the Annex II countries, are
exempted from most caps
under Kyoto for exactly
this reason. It has been
primarily the U.S., via a
t horou gh l y bip a r t i s a n
refusal to ratify Kyoto in
the Senate, that has more or
less insisted that everyone’s
emissions should be capped,
even if that prevents the
de velop e d world f rom
moving forward.
He builds his argument

on issues of development
without any consideration
of how economic growth
will be compromised by
t he impact s of c u r rent
climate changes in places
like sub-Saharan Africa.
For example, southeastern
A f rica is slowly dr y ing
out, almost exactly as our
models of climate change
have pred ic ted, w it h
chronic food insecurit y
for millions t he result.
If we t r u ndle along
without any concern for
the climate and the ways
we are changing it, these
trends will intensify. How
will these people, who rely
on rain-fed agriculture for
food, eat? Over the past 10
years I have worked with
a nd l ived a mong r u ra l
farmers in West Africa,
where precipitation is in a
long-term decline, and I
have come to understand
the tremendous challenges
the changing and uncertain
climate we are creating
pose to the poorest in the
world. You cannot work
on improving your quality
of life if it takes all of your
resources to survive. We
simply cannot overlook
the impacts of our current
practices if we truly mean
to foster development in
places like Africa.

At USC we have great
facult y conduct ing
research on climate and
development issues. I n
this work, we are trying
to address the challenges
created by climate change
and poverty, not wish them
away.
And we want students to
get involved. Take some of
the great classes about these
subjects and get informed.
Greg Carbone’s courses
on Climate and Societ y
and Weather and Climate
can give you the factual
i nfor mat ion needed to
understand climate change
and its biophysical causes.
If you want to learn about
Africa, take my Geography
of Sub -Sa ha ra n A f r ica
course or Ron Atkinson’s
Introduction to African
Histor y or A frica since
1800. If you want to better
understand how society and
the environment influence
one another, take Kirstin
Dow’s Human Impact on
the Environment.
If issues of global climate
change and development
are more than mere political
fodder to you, find out what
most interests you and how
you can get involved with
what is perhaps the central
research and policy issue of
the new millennium.

Rememb er when you r
p a r e n t s g o t m a d (a n d
rightly so) that your school
was passing out condoms
du r i ng sex educ at ion i n
middle school? Well now a
middle school
i n Por t l a nd ,
Maine has
r e c e n t l y
r e c e i v e d
approval from
the school
board to
MARITZA
provide birth
CARROWAY
cont rol pi l l s
First-year
a nd patches
print
to st udent s
journalism
w i t h o u t
student
p a r e nt a l
consent.
First off, what in the world
are 11-year-old kids doing
hav ing sex? W hen I was
that age the riskiest thing I
ever did was ride my bicycle
without a helmet. We have
sex u a l ly ac t ive 11-yea rolds—where are the parents
while all this is going on?
At the age of 16, teenagers
a r e c o n s id e r e d m i nor s ,
and now the public school
system is encouraging them
to have sex by giving out oral
contraceptives.
A not her problem is
t hat k ids are get t ing
c o nt r a c e p t i v e s w it h o u t
p a rent a l c on se nt . S ome
stranger can give a k id a
prescription pill, and the
parent s may never k now
what t hei r ow n ch i ld is
taking. When I was in school
I couldn’t take an Aspirin
without a note from a parent,
and now they’re giving away
prescr ipt ion dr ugs. Side
effects of the pill include
increased blood pressure,
nausea, vomiting, headaches,
moodiness (as if pre-teen girls
aren’t emotional enough) and
increased risk of heart attack
or stroke.
As of right now a child can
take the Pill, have sex and
get an abortion all without
their parents’ knowledge. Do
parents even have authority
any more? Since when
did the school nurse have
more bearing over a child’s
healthcare than the parent?
Some parents, however,
defend the school and argue
that the abstinence policy
doesn’t work—kids are going
to have sex anyways, so why
not provide them with more
accessible means to prevent
pregnancy? The issue is that
children shouldn’t be having
sex in the first place. And
giving kids contraceptives
lu r e s t he m i nt o a f a l s e
securit y that they should
not have to worr y about
consequences. It’s the idea
that it’s ok as long as you
don’t get caught (pregnant).
Isn’t that idea what most
parents try to teach against?
Besides, pregnancy isn’t the
on ly t h i ng ch ild ren a nd
parents should be worried
about: hav ing premarital
sex also put s you at risk
for contracting a sexually
transmitted disease. There
is no birth control method,
other than abstinence, that is
100 percent risk free.
The government needs
to stop t r y i ng to parent
our nation’s children – and
parents should be outraged by
what they are doing. Before
you know it, someone’s son
will be able to walk in to a
doctor’s office and have a
vasectomy, and the parent
will never know.

“If you don’t like something, change it. If you can’t change
it, change your attitude. Don’t complain.” — May Angelou
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Cable calls
to those who
want to kill
brain cells
‘Hollywoodland,’ other
movies dominate coming
weekend’s tube schedule

TV, the boob tube, the
idiot box. While it may or
may not have the ability to
kill brain cells, it’s still a
source of entertainment.
Believe it or not, there
are some interesting, if not
educational (imagine that),
programs that flicker on that
dusty box that sits in your
room.
If you only
have a couple
of hours a day
to sit in front
of the TV and
zone into the
world of pretty
MARY PINA
colors, this is a
Fourth-year
handy little top
print
seven of what’s
journalism
on T V this
student
coming week.
Si nce t h is is
going to be in Friday’s paper,
lets start there.
W hy not start off
your weekend with
something mind numbing
y e t e nt e r t a i n i n g. “ T h e
Goonies,” remember that
movie? Come on, the truffle
shuf f le? Well you are in
luck because it is on at 8:30
p.m. Friday on HBO Family
(channel 44 on Gamecock
Cable). If the truffle shuffle
leaves you a little sick, why
not catch “Tales from the
Crypt Presents Bordello of
Blood.” “Bordello of Blood”
is a not so great, but funny
vampire movie. Seriously,
it has Corey Feldman. It’s a
must see. “Bordello” can be
seen on Sci-Fi (61) at 5 p.m.
Not spending a ny t ime
in the library on Saturday?
Well here are some choice
select ions from t he idiot
b o x . H B O2 i s s h o w i n g
“Holly woodland” at 3:30
p.m. It’s a g reat mu rder
mystery flick about the death
of the original superman.
Su nd ay of f er s s e ver a l
choices, depending on what
time you wish to get up. A
personal favorite for Sunday
night viewing is Adult Swim
on Cartoon Network. But for
those who want to get to bed
early for Monday’s classes
like a good student, why not
take a look at the “Law and
Order SV U” season eight
marathon running on USA.
It starts noon.
Monday night can be a
boring night, the whole week
is ahead of you and you may
have a Tuesday test to worry
about. A little late night
study distraction never hurt
anyone. For the inner geek
in you the “X-Files” runs
from 2 a.m. till 6 a.m.
For Tue sd ay get you r
horror fi x and watch Sci-Fi.
Saw starts at 7:30 p.m. Or,
if you want a laugh, you can
watch about three hours of
humor on TBS (channel 63).
It starts off with “Family
Guy” and makes its way to
“The Office.”
For a little culture check
out the hour world music
block on Link TV (channel
6 6 ) s t a r t i n g a t 10 p . m
Wednesday night.
Now we are back full circle
with Thursday, one of the
best days of the week. Please
take the time to sit down
for at least 30 minutes and
watch “It’s Always Sunny in
Philadelphia.” This show is
one of the funniest, most
creative shows on TV right
now. It comes on at 10 p.m.
on FX (channel 64).
So lay back, veg out and
let the soothing f lashing
lights of the TV lull you into
mindless self-indulgence.

RADIOHEAD
begins digital era
‘In Rainbows’ opens doors
into technological craze,
may change music forever

Special to THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Colin Jones

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

In a revolutionary move,
R ad iohead ha s relea sed
their new album in an alldigital format and at a nextto-nothing price.
“ I n R a i n b o w s ,” t h e
strictly digital follow-up
to 20 05’s “Ha il To The
Thief,” blends the strange
melodic behavior of 1997’s
“OK Computer” juxtaposed
with electronic instruments
primarily used in 2000’s
“Kid A.”
W hile t his album, t he
f i r s t h a l f of a pl a n ne d
double album, is more of a
taste of what’s to come from
Radiohead, it is a glance in
a different direction for the
band.
With more subdued and
mellow sounds the album
loses the sense of distinct
paranoia from singer Thom
Yorke and the rest of the

group.
group
T h e f i r s t t r a c k , “15
Step,” begins as though it
was ripped directly from
“Kid A” recording sessions
with its frantic electronic
dr u mbeat s. The song
eventually morphs into a
beautiful piece with Yorke
crooning behind guitarist
Jonny Greenwood’s quiet
plucking.
“In Rainbows” notes the
intense st ylist ic changes
t hat t he band undergoes
with each new record. In
this instance the band has
changed their sound to one
of deep mellow tones and
simplicity.
Sometimes this simplicity
gets muddled in the songs
a nd t he a lbu m f e el s a s
though it is unfi nished.
This emptiness is
frustrat ing and t he
listener gets an incomplete
sensat ion, as if t he
conversat ion is suddenly
broken off.

T he a lbu
u m move
mo ve s on
w it h one of t he most
intense tracks on the album,
“Bodysnatchers.” The song
o p e n s w it h f u z z e d o u t
guitarist Jonny Greenwood
and bassist Colin
Greenwood interplay ing
w it h e ac h ot her b efore
Yorke’s vocals enters.
Yorke sings, “I have no
ide a wh at I a m t a l k i ng
about/ I’m trapped in this
body and can’t get out.”
Yo r k e ’ s v o c a l s c a n
of t e nt i me s b e c ome t o o
much for certain listeners
because of t he abilit y to
leng t hen h is words i n a
falsetto manner.
The words almost become
an instrument themselves
and lose their meaning as
lyrics.
W h i le “I n R a i nbows”
ma rk s t he f i rst st ud io
recording of these songs,
many of them have been
i n R a d i o h e a d’s l i v e
performances for years.

iohe
R ad
a d ioh
ohee ad
a d h ave
a ve b e en
en
p l a y i n g t he ne x t t r a c k
“ Nude” s i nc e t he “OK
Computer” world tour over
a decade ago.
The song plays beautifully
with the intermingling of a
reversed orchestral piece
with Yorke softly singing
over the rest.
What makes the song so
powerful is its simplicit y
in all aspects. W hile the
piece may be difficult to
play, the bass, guitar and
drums sound very basic, but
it would not work any other
way on the song.
Yorke’s vo c a l s h ave a
profou nd impact on t he
song and on this track are
probably the most defi nite
and noticeable. Yorke sings,
“Now that you’ve found it,
it’s gone/ Now that you feel
it you don’t/ You’ve gone
off the rails.”
But one song t hat was
one of the most anticipated
t rack s on t he albu m,

Fallen women hope to regain lost lives
Britney Spears’ mom
rushes to daughter’s
side after loss of kids
Sarah Bartoletta

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The loss of custody of her
children was just icing on
the cake for Britney Spears,
who realized she needs her
mother. The two have been
in a feud for about three
mont hs and on October
5, Lynne Spears as well as
Britney’s sister, Jamie Lynn,
came to the rescue. At first
the reunion was less than
p er f e c t . T he t wo wer e
unable to find Britney who
was supposed to be in her
home in Malibu and begged

Special to THE DAILY GAMECOCK

the paparazzi to help find
her. Once over the bumps
the three were able to enjoy
some family meals and time
with Britney’s children.
People magazine stated,
“They drove around Malibu
in Britney’s Mercedes CLX
350, giggled as they ordered
take out at a Taco Bell drive
thru, stopped for orange

drinks at a Shell gas station
and had sushi and salad in
Bel Air.”
It seems as though all has
been resolved and mother
and daughter are on good
terms. This could be a turn
in Britney’s downward spiral,
but only time will tell if a
mother’s magic can really do
the trick.

Lindsay Lohan out
of rehab with new
eye candy in hand
Rashania Green

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

If you’ve been living under
a rock for the last couple of
weeks, you may not have
heard about Lindsay Lohan’s
second trip to rehab. Well,
Lohan is out, drug free and
hitting the LA scene hard.
This time Lohan has a new
arm accessory and it’s not
the latest Louis Vuitton bag.
Apparently Lohan ditched
some bad habits in rehab
and picked up a new boy toy,
Riley Giles.
Is this a match made in
heaven? Giles and Lohan
s e e m t o h a v e s o mu c h
i n c o m mo n . B ot h a r e
recovering addicts and both
have a criminal background!
Now I’m not a psychologist
or anything, but I’m pretty
sure it’s not healthy to date

Special to THE DAILY GAMECOCK

someone while recovering
from drug abuse, especially
when that someone is going
t h rough t he same exact
thing. And to top it all off,
it’s bei ng repor ted t hat
Lohan’s new arm candy was
engaged when he started
dating Lohan. So I guess that
makes Lohan a recovering
man-stealing addict. Can
anyone say Britney Spears
II?

Paris Hilton visits
Rwanda, attempts
to keep waning fame
Lauren Smith

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The 26 -year-old, who
recently ditched her orange
j u m p s u it t h i s s u m m e r
after fi nally serving a small
sentence for previous DUI

charges, plans to travel to
Rwanda next month on a
charity mission. Notoriously
known as a party girl with
a reck less l ifest yle, she
blames her past on the “bad
people” in L.A., according to
Newsweek.
Paris, you were one of
those “bad people.” It was
just last year that tabloids
ate up a ny celebrit y
“becoming friends” with
Paris. Associating yourself
with the blonde bombshell
was almost an invitation for
bad press coverage. Maybe
Paris is realizing she’s hitting
the end of her peak. Maybe
she’s realizing the public is
over her sex tapes, her bad
cameos, her failed singing
and acting careers. Maybe
she really does want to make

Special to THE DAILY GAMECOCK

a change in the world.
At a ny rate, however,
it isn’t stopping her from
videotaping her entire trip in
hopes to turn it into a film.
Perhaps she should actually
try to leave Hollywood for a
change, instead of bringing
it with her every time she
does.

“Videotape”
falls
when
“V
V id
ideo
eota
tape
pe” fa
fall
llss fl
flat
at w
hen
he
n
it could have been a starkly
profound track.
The t rack begins wit h
Yorke singing and playing
piano but it gets muddied
a nd lose s rhy t h m when
drums are brought up in the
middle. The song ends up
sounding mildly cluttered
and disorganized.
W h ile t he ba nd pla ns
on relea si ng t he a lbu m
eventually, the only place
to get it currently is at their
website Radiohead.com.
What makes the online
concept so revolutionar y
is that they are letting the
listener decide how much
t hey want to pay for t he
album.
W it h t he new d ig it a l
format, Radiohead is paving
the way for bands to move
into the digital era and away
from major labels.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@gwm.sc.edu

Local
Local
Attractions
With Halloween right
around the corner, here are
several attractions that are
sure to make it an eventful
night of ghostly horror.
The Hall of Horrors:
1153 Walter Price St.
Cayce, SC 29033
803-760-9629
Oct. 19,20, 26-28, 30-31
- $10 admission
- $20 VIP pass let’s you skip
the line
-Indoor tour lasts about 25
minutes
Gilbert’s #1 House of
Terror:
739 Harley Taylor Rd.
Gilbert, SC
803-892-5396
Oct. 19,20, 26-28, 30-31
- $8 admission
- Doors open around 7:30p
Woods of Terror on Church
Street
5601 N. Church St.
Greensboro, NC
336-286-9396
Oct. 19, 20, 25-31and
Nov. 2 and 3
- $20 general admission
for three different attractions
- $30 VIP pass
- Doors open around 7:15p
Compiled by Lisa Delp
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the scene

PIC OF THE DAY

USC

Transformers

Meg Gaillard / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC and the evolution of scientific inquiry into the natural world, a long-term
exhibit located on the third floor of the McKissick Museum, opened on Saturday.

Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

TODAY
SCUM FEST 2007 - COFFIN
S Y R U P, E V E R Y M A N S
ENEMY, NOUMENON, ORDER
IN RUIN, PAGAN SAVANT,
GORETECH, MANTICORE,
PRIMO NOCTIS, TRIPPING
THE MECHANISM :
7 p. m., $12, T he Ne w
Brook la nd Taver n, 122
State St.
“FOR THE BIBLE TELLS ME
SO” :
6 & 8 p.m., $5.50, The
Nickelodeon Theatre, 927
Main St.

“HAIRSPRAY” :
6 p.m., Oct. 18-21, Russell
House Theatre, Carolina
Productions
“TRANSFORMERS” :
9 p.m., Oct. 18-21, Russell
House Theatre, Carolina
Productions
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE
FAIR :
Fa i r end s Su nday Oc t .
21, Adult / Yout h t ickets
$7, Fa i rg rou nds by t he
Stadium

HOROSCOPES

BY PAUL BOWERS
A r i e s People s ay you’re
arrogant, Aries. They only say
that because they’re jealous.
Taurus Your role as an extra
in the latest Mario Brothers
mov ie w i l l ea r n you a n
award from the A merican
Society of People Who Care
About Video Game Movies.
Gemini You will jumpstart
your career as an inventor
by creating a device that
c a n i n s t a nt l y t r a n s l at e
Dickensia n prose i nto
coherent modern English.
C ancer A f ter eat i ng a
year’s supply of Sk itt les,
your pancreas will go into
shock. Go brush your teeth.
Leo After admitting that you
don’t care about Carolina
football, your friends will
acc use you of being a
com mu n ist s y mpat h iz er
and exile you to the library.
Virgo Your toilet is actually
a wormhole through time
a n d s p a c e . To a c h i e v e
c o s m i c e n l i g ht e n m e nt ,
g i ve you r s el f a s w i rl ie .
Libra You k now that odd
premonition that someone
is about to club you over the
head with a fossilized herring?
Yeah, you might want to
st a r t wea r i ng a hel met .
Scorpio The answer is 42.
Just in case it comes up.
Sagittarius Your brief selfreinvention as a vegetarian
will end when you realize
how far up you cou ld
be on t he food chain.
Capricorn It’s Friday again,
Capricorn. You know what
that means: Cover yourself
in plast ic wrap and start
yodeling in the cafeteria.
A q u a r i u s You a re E l v i s
reincarnated. Quit your job
and start shaking that pelvis.
Pisces Beauty is in the eye of
the beholder. Most people use
their eyes to watch television.
Start hating yourself now.

10/19/07

ACROSS
1 Scottish headland
5 Slyly wed
10 Memorable times
14 1952 Olympics
host
15 Fable lesson

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

16 Star in Lyra
17 Three-card
monte, e.g.
18 Noodles at the bar
20 Miley Cyrus series
22 Kia model
23 Gen. Pershing's
outﬁt
24 Impost
27 Montgomery of jazz
28 Gillette shaver
31 Vituperate
33 Protect

10/19/07

1 2 3 4

for 10/18/07

35 Meter insert

2 Get away

36 Eagles classic

3 Some pass patterns

41 "Das Kapital" writer

4 Sleep: pref.

42 Full of holes

5 Strongly worded

43 Sanctioned

6 Fertile soil

46 Hamilton bills

7 Roughly

47 Keyboard key

8 Port city on the

50 Program paid

Ganges

for by FICA

9 Click beetle

51 Notes of scales

10 Bayh or Hunter

53 Mexican-

11 Connection

American music

12 __ Khan IV

55 John Wayne movie

13 Morose

59 Unrestricted

19 Free from danger

hunting period

21 "__ and the

38 Workout

54 Doorway sides

61 Torme and Tillis

Night Visitors"

leaders

56 Working in a

62 Job to do

25 Et __ (and others)

39 Lunt's partner

mess?

63 Brave southpaw

26 Lucy Lawless role

40 Water bird: var.

57 Bygone

64 Writer Harte

29 Harvest

44 Does wrong

Russian ruler

65 Speech

30 Divvy up

45 Really loathe

58 Expressions of

imperfection

32 TiVo predecessors

47 Stun guns

delight

66 Short-andsweet

33 Erotic

48 Lower-limb

59 Night ﬂyer

34 Ominous

jewelry

60 Luau serving

36 Wellness grps.

49 Crows

37 Acorn yielders

52 Outline

67 Fast ﬂiers' letters
DOWN
1 Empty seat

Solutions from 10/18/07
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Place a Classified ad: p

803-777-3888

•

f 803-777-6482

•

www.dailygamecock.com

Line classified ad rates

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds
E-mail:

Apartments

Housing-Rent

5PTS 2224 College Dr. Furn studio apt.
iinclds TV Direct TV all util. $600 + dep.
Call 920-8864.

1BR DUPLEX - Lg LR, kit, CH&A $500
2BR 1.5BA Condo patio w/d conn $560
Rooms for Rent $240 Walk to USC.
Call 463-5129

WALK TO USC/SHANDON - Devine St.
Clean & Quiet 3BR 1BA APT. $795
w/dep. 776-5405
4BR 2BA Apt almost on campus.
rajaluri@ifmusa.org
Cooper Beech for sublease 1BR 1BA
in 4BR 4BA townhouse. $460/mo avail
ASAP if approved. Call 803-460-3261.

BROAD RIVER TRACE
UPSCALE APARTMENTS
*1,2 & 3 Bedrooms * 10 min. Campus*
**Consigners Accepted**
*933-9100* broadrivertraceapts.com
4BR has 1BR avail for M/rmmte Complete with own BA. Avail ASAP, take
over October. Rent paid for mo.. @ Stadium Suites. Call 803-287-5162

Roommates
$300/mo 1/3 util lg room avail in
Olympia 3BR 2BA share w/2/M Mike
843-271-0055 Tai 843-222-1107

Housing-Rent

W. Cola 15 min. to USC LG BR in prvt
home. Dish network 14 movie channels
all util furn. $450 + $45o dep. 791-4409
ROOMS FOR RENT ALMOST ON
CAMPUS. rajaluri@ifmusa.org

For Sale
Automotive
96 RED CAMERO: Auto/pwr CD
sport-type
$3950.00
OBO.
Quick
sale,1/2 down 1/2 later well maintained
int/ext run, rarely driven 397-1322.
06 Toyota Sequoia 4WD 13,500 miles,
leather power. sunroof 6 CD changer
100k
warranty
incld
$33,000.
813-326-6513

Parking
VALETS NEEDED $12.50/HR.
Call Access Valet at 479-8077

Help Wanted

HOUSE FOR RENT - Downtown New
3BR 2.5BA 2.5 miles to USC,pool access. Avail now $1100/mo. 413-7181
Room for Rent - $400/mo. W. Cola
Avenues 730-7466 lv msg.

Serve PT with the Guard. Tuition Paid
up to $9,000/yr. Make $150-$900+ a
month. Sign on bonuses and paid training. Attend college FT while service.
Contact SSG Troy Harris @ 667-1251

Peace Corps will
change your life.
Learn how to apply competitively:

WED OCT 24
6-7PM
Career Services RM 602B

www.peacecorps.gov

DEADLINE

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior to publication

sholmes@gwm.sc.edu

•

Office hours: M-F

Help Wanted

We have the best job on campus!!
Make $8.25 per hour!! Build your
resume, earn great bonuses, and
show your Gamecock pride!!
More info? Want to come to an
interview session?
Interested in applying? Email:
Jessica.Neno@ruffalocody.com
or call 7-4705
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
Busy Downtown Dermatology Practice looking for PT billing help. Must be
responsible, reliable and have a willingness to learn. Please email letter of
interest and/or resume to
dermgroup@bellsouth.net

Major credit cards accepted

Additional Info

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Help Wanted
Restaurants
FOREST LAKE CLUB is hiring FT
(benefits: medical, dental, paid vacation
& 401k), PT and on-call service staff;
competitive pay with experience. Please
bring resume and apply in person at
340 Country Club Drive.
Exclusive Dining Club has the following
immediate job openings
PM Service Manager PM Sous Chef
PM Line Cooks PM Service Staff
PM Dishwashers
Competitive pay and great benefits,
experience required. Apply in person
Tue-Fri 3-5 @ 1301 Gervais St. 20th Fl
or Fax resume to 771-8829 or email to
jobopening@sc.rr.com
DRUG FREE WORK PLACE

Help Wanted
Runners
PT COURIER - Downtown firm has an
immediate need for a PT courier. Must
be able to work from 1pm-6pm M-F.
Must possess a valid SC driver’s license,
current insurance and reliable transportation; copy of driving record/proof of insurance is required. Job duties include
general office work, various runs to the
bank, post office, other businesses, and
some moderate lifting (60lbs+).. Please
send cover letter and resume to:
ccareers@edensandavant.com write
“Attn. PT Courier“ in the subject line
of the email. EOE.
Seeking acting/theatre/voice/strings instructors. Serious inquiries only.
Please email short bio to
partycreationsofsc@gmail.com

Services
Professional proofreading & editin services for Academic Papers. Have your
papear make a great impression!! Fees
are $1.50 per page & up depending on
turnaround time.Call 803-609-4680

Opportunities
ASSURE YOUR SUCCESS IN LIFE....
”Academic study will give you a
degree...Financial and communication
skills will give you the world..” Details at
www.wealthandselfeducation.com

EARN $800-$3200/mo to drive brand
new cars with ads placed on them.
www.AdCarClub.com

PT Customer Service
Innovative Courier Solutions a specialized logistics company servicing the
Southeast is now seeking a PT customer
service representative. Must have customer service and computer skills. The
job entails working in a fast paced logistics and transportation environment. Answering phones and resolving customer
issues. Flexible PT hours available M-F
Minimum
starting
hourly
rate
$9.00-$11.00/hr. E-mail resume to
wsenn@innovativecourier.com or fax
409-0960
Are you SERIOUS about building a business of your own? Would you be interested in a business opportunity with a
unique highly sought after product? Take
action NOW to position yourself in front
of this phenomenal opportunity. Contact
edmonds@frontiernet.net for info.
HELP WANTED/SALES
Leasing consultant position open for upscale apartment community located off
Greystone Blvd. Great communication
skills, strong marketing and customer
service skills a must. Excellent pay, bonuses, discount on housing + benefits
with professional management company. 30-40/hrs/wk with some Saturday
work required. Fax resume to 933-9105.
Mechanical Engineer Major- Student
saught for innovative mechanical projects. Requires confidentiality agreement
if chosen. Forward qualifications and a
brief summary as to why you would
be interested in innovative projects
866-260-5899 or
mfreeman80@hotmail.com
Sunglass Division, a premium brand
sunglass company, is now accepting resumes for PT positions at our Columbiana Centre location. Position pays
hourly plus commission. Email resumes
to joelcampbell@bellsouth.net

Help Wanted
Child Care
Babysitter Wanted - Looking for student interested in babysitting. Must enjoy
working with children. Email references,
info about yourself & phone number to
acoleman@sc.rr.com.

K IDS DON’T GET ENOUGH

costumes, jewelry and wigs

Which

— with a voice that brought

ART T HESE DAYS.

is why some of them think

down the house. Salsa music

that a certain international

had arrived.

Cuban star is the mother of

Musicians as varied as the

an international movie star

Fania All-Stars, David Byrne

– simply because their last

and Willie Colón all wanted

names sound the same. But

to work with her. She brought

the similarities stop there.

salsa music to the world. Every

Celia Cruz didn’t start off

hot and spicy bit of it.

as the Queen of Salsa. In her

Art in any language has the

homeland of Cuba, Celia

ability to open minds. In fact,

honed her unique vocal style
with La Sonora Matancera,

the more art kids get, the more
The undisputed Queen of Salsa. Funny,
she doesn’t look like a hot sauce.

the Latin equivalent of the Duke Ellington Orchestra.

subjects like math and science.

She proved that women could sell as many records

The result is that your kids

as men. And when she immigrated

will grow up to be well-
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In order to become largerthan-life-Latin superstar,
you must take some risks.
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rounded adults. Which is

forces with the Latin headliner

music to any parent’s ears.

Tito Puente. But it was in 1973

For the Ten Simple Ways to

at Carnegie Hall when Celia

burst onto the concert stage wearing flamboyant

’RITING

get more art in kids’ lives,

’RITHMETIC

Give your kids a chance
to succeed. Up their
daily dose of art.

visit AmericansForTheArts.org.

Help Wanted
Afterschool
Programs
A MERICANSFORT HEA RTS.ORG
YMCA needs enthusiastic, responsible
counselors to work in the Lexington area
Afterschool Program, M-F 2-6pm. Call
359-3376 ext 12 or 14 for more info.

knowledgeable they become in

Image donated by Celia Cruz Foundation
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Weighing
in...
After riding the bench for three weeks, Blake Mitchell returns to
the field and restarts the quarterback debate for South Carolina

Blake Mitchell
Career Record: 13-7
Career yds.: 4,245
Career TDs: 31

Chris Smelley
Career Record: 4-0
Career yds.: 1,094
Career TDs: 9

Alex Riley

SPORTS EDITOR

D

ion Lecorn’s feet tapped the
grass at the back of the endzone
as the freshman extended the
ball away from his body to show the back
judge he clearly had possession. Four
catches on the year, that one was his first
for a score. 7-0.
Kenny McK inley faced t he inside
portion of the field, the defensive back at
his hip pocket. At the last moment, the
junior switched his vision from left side
to right side as the ball fell easily into his
hands. 14-0.
Jared Cook grabbed tight around his
numbers as the ball came to rest in his
hands. A speedy linebacker and free
safety tried to make a ball-jarring hit on
the tight end, but he held on for his first
touchdown of the year. 21-3.
So went t he f i rst ha lf for Sout h
Carolina quarterback Chris Smelley
last week against North Carolina. The
redshirt freshman seemed like he could
do no wrong as he tossed all three of
USC’s touchdowns and tallied 136 yards
through the air.
But the story of Smelley’s success took
a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde turn as the
Gamecocks played through the second
half in Chapel Hill. After completing 17
passes in the first half, Smelley connected

on just
four throws for
a measly 36 yards. By
game’s end, the Alabama native
had been sacked three times and had
tossed what could have been a gamealtering interception in the fourth.
After Carolina held on for a narrow
21-15 escape, Gamecock coach Steve
Spurrier was vocal about his displeasure
with the offense in the second half,
saying that he shouldn’t have called “that
conservative run, run crap” and titled the
offense’s performance as putrid.
That was last Saturday.
This was Monday:
“We may let Blake go play some this
week.”
After finding himself warming the
bench from halftime at LSU until now,
f if t h-year senior quarterback Blake
Mitchell will once again tighten his
chinstrap and step under center for the
Gamecocks in Saturday’s game with
Vanderbilt.
Mitchell, who was benched following a
70-yard first half against LSU earlier this
year, is no stranger to coming in off the
sidelines. Following an off-field assault
charge last fall, the Georgia native rode
the pine for the middle portion of the
schedule.
New quarterback Syvelle Newton kept

t

h e

G amecock s
a f l o at w it h w i n s o v e r
Wofford, Florida Atlantic, Kentucky and
Vanderbilt while producing close calls
against Auburn and Tennessee. But a
23-6 edge for Arkansas at halftime forced
Spurrier to make a change.
Re-enter Mitchell.
With the rejuvenated Mitchell under
center, Carolina came close to pulling off
the win against the Hogs in a 26-20 loss
to the eventual SEC West champions.
Over the next few weeks, Mitchell helped
the Gamecocks fi nish the season strong
with a one-point loss to eventual national
champion Florida and wins over Middle
Tennessee, Clemson and Houston in the
Liberty Bowl.
In the bowl win, Mitchell tied the bowl
game record with four touchdown passes
en route to being named the game’s
MVP.
Academics over the summer proved
to be the Achilles’ heel of Mitchell, who
was suspended for the season opener
with Louisiana-Lafayette for missing too
many classes.
While Smelley performed well in the
game, it was Mitchell who regained his
starting role for the Gamecocks’ meeting
with No. 12 Georgia. Though he didn’t

find the endzone, Mitchell guided the
offense on its field goal drives to keep
the Bulldogs at bay as Carolina eked out
a 16-12 win. The senior became the first
Gamecock signal caller to beat Georgia,
Tennessee, Florida and Clemson in a
career.
But two games later Mitchell found
himself back on the sideline. Spurrier
pulled the senior and replaced him with
Smelley.
Though he has gone 4-0 on the year,
Spurrier didn’t guarantee Smelley would
make it out of the game with his job
intact.
“There’s not a huge difference between
(Mitchell) and Chris Smelley, probably,”
Spurrier said. “Chris wasn’t all that bad,
wasn’t all that great. But he wasn’t all that
bad last week.”
“Chris is starting the game and we’ll go
from there.”
Spurrier has said he doesn’t have a
timetable laid out for when Mitchell will
take the field, but the Ol’ Ball Coach has
said that the senior “deserves to play.”
“Blake can play. He’s practiced well.
And maybe he deserves to play,” Spurrier
said. “How’s t hat for a reason? He
deserves it.”
Comments on this story? E-mail gcksprts@gwm.
sc.edu
Chris Smelley Photo: Graeme Fouste / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Blake Mitchell Photo: Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Photo Illustration by Meredith Ray / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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This week’s preview:

Vanderbilt vs. South Carolina
Aerial assault set Bennett gives pass
defense stout test
to fire back up
After second half struggles last week, Gamecock’s look to take to air

Sophomore secondary set to tackle task of conference’s star receivers

Keith Locklear

Austin Collins

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

South Carolina heads into this weekend’s
matchup against Vanderbilt already bowl
eligible after a close in over North Carolina
last week. Although the Gamecocks have
already qualified for postseason play, they
still have bigger goals ahead in SEC play.
The road to the SEC East crown continues
this week against a Vanderbilt team that
lost a close game at home to Georgia last
week, 20-17. Despite their 3-3 record on the
season, Vanderbilt is third in the SEC in total
defense and ranks 11th nationally in pass
defense, only allowing 166 yards per game
and six passing touchdowns on the season.
Coach Steve Spurrier and the Gamecocks
are not taking Vanderbilt lightly and are
preparing hard for this weekend.
“We realize every team we play can beat
us, and if we play very well we got a chance to
beat hopefully everybody we play,” Spurrier
said.
Spurrier announced this week that senior
quarterback Blake Mitchell is going to be
making a return to the playing field after being
benched following the LSU game. Freshman
Chris Smelley will remain the starter, but
Spurrier expects both quarterbacks to get
playing time on Saturday.
“They are both going to play in the first
half and then we are going to go from there,”
Spurrier said of the change.
Which ever quarterback is in the game,
their main target on offense is going to be
junior wide receiver Kenny McKinley. The
Georgia native is the team’s leading receiver
this season with 37 catches for 446 yards and

six touchdowns. McKinley has benefited
more than any receiver from the insertion of
Smelley into the starting line-up. The two
have hooked up for four touchdowns on the
season.
Coach Spurrier knows that he has a young
receiving group overall, and that the presence
of a veteran leader like McKinley is very
important.
“When they prove they can run fast routes
and get open and catch the ball, they’ll get a
lot of passes coming their way. But if they
don’t prove they can do that, we’ll keep
finding Kenny,” Spurrier said. “It would
be helpful to throw it to somebody besides
Kenny.”
The job of trying to contain McKinley will
fall into the hands of Vanderbilt sophomore
cornerback D.J. Moore. Moore has three
interceptions on the season, tying him for
third in the SEC. Myron Lewis is also a
strong member of the secondary with a team
leading 10 pass breakups.
If the Gamecocks want to have success
against Vanderbilt this weekend, they are
going to need to get the ball into hands of
their best playmaker, McKinley, on offense.
If they can get McKinley the ball early and
force Moore and the rest of the Vanderbilt
defense to key in on him, it will open up
things for the rest of the Carolina offense
and make it easier for the Gamecocks to get
their seventh win of the season.
Comments on this story? E-mail gcksprts@gwm.
sc.edu

Offensive
Kenny McKinley

STAFF WRITER

The Daily Gamecock
breaks down the key
matchups on both sides

Myron Lewis

vs.

Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

If the Gamecocks have one more tuneup game defensively before a daunting
schedule to close the year, this is it.
The Carolina defense will be taking on a
Vanderbilt offense that is near the bottom
in both the NCAA and the SEC in nearly
every offensive category. The Commodores
are 89th in the nation in scoring at 22.7
points per game and 103 in the nation in
total offense at 322 yards per game.
Despite Vanderbilt’s poor statistical
standings, coach Steve Spurrier says his
defense is going to have to play much better
than last week against North Carolina
when it surrendered 276 second-half yards
to the Tar Heels.
“Defensively, the fourth quarter was the
worst we’ve had all year,” Spurrier said.
“We have a lot to coach on this week.
We’re going to try to play a lot better if
we’re going to beat Vandy. We realize that
any team we play this year can beat us.”
The key for the Gamecocks will be to
limit the production of junior quarterback
Chris Nickson and junior wide receiver
Earl Bennet t, bot h of whom received
preseason All-SEC recognition.
In Bennett’s first career game against
South Carolina, he racked up 204 yards
on 16 catches and a touchdown. Current
NFL starter Jay Cutler was his quarterback
that season. In last year’s game against the
Gamecocks, Nickson was at quarterback,
and Bennett was limited to a season-low
16 yards.

The Associated Press

“We played him well last year, I know
that,” Spurrier said. “If we can do that
again, certainly it’ll give us a good chance
to beat them.”
Sout h Carolina’s t rio of sophomore
defensive back s, Captain Mu n nerly n,
Darian Stewart and Emanuel Cook, has
the task of keeping Bennett in check.
The three players are tied for the team
lead with two interceptions each while
Cook and Stewart are fi rst and third on the
team in tackles respectively.
Limiting Bennett’s production has been
vital in defeating the Commodores this
season. Bennett has averaged a mere 38
receiving yards per game in Vanderbilt’s
three losses, but has averaged 138.7 yards
per game in its three victories.
“ Va nderbi lt is a ver y go od tea m ,”
Spurrier said. “I know before the season
some of their players mentioned one of
their goals was to go to a BCS game. They
felt like their team was capable of winning
nine or 10 games this year. They’ve lost to
three really good teams.”
Bennett was the player mentioned by
Spurrier who stated Vanderbilt’s loft y
preseason goals at the SEC Media Days
in August. He will have to improve on
his consistency if the Commodores are
to attain those goals. It will be up to the
Gamecocks’ secondary to stop him.
Comments on this story? E-mail gcksprts@gwm.
sc.edu

Defensive
Captain Munnerlyn

Earl Bennett

vs.

The Associated Press

Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Questions with Jake Broom
all for it.

1. Is this a potential trap
game?
W it h a r o ad g a me at
Tennessee looming one week
away, a home game against
Vandy is the prototypical trap
game.
The thing that worries me
is that Vandy had a chance
to make its annual upset last
week against Georgia, but let
the opportunity
slip away in the
fourth quarter.
If they had won
last week , I
would be a lot
JAKE BROOM more confident
that their
Graduate
season had
student
pea ked. Th is
game could get
interesting if the Gamecocks
look past the Commodores.
O n a s id e no t e , d o e s
a nybody else hear t he
word “Commodore”
a nd i m m e d i at e l y t h i n k
“commode?” No? I guess that
is just me.

3. C a n U S C s t o p E a rl
Bennett?
Two years ago in WilliamsBrice, Earl Bennett went off.
I was on the sidelines for the
last five minutes of the game,
and at one point Bennett

made a catch and ran out of
bounds 10 feet away from me.
As he turned to jog back to
the huddle, he told the USC
corner guarding him (whose
name I won’t reveal) “You
ain’t even been close all day
long.”
A nd he was right.
Bennett finished that game

with 16 catches, 204 yards
and a touchdown. It was a
performance for the ages, an
athlete in his comfort zone
just doing what he does best
—almost like watching Tiger
at the Masters or John Daly
at divorce court.
Last year he was basically
inv isible, and if t he

Gamecock
Challenge

Gamecocks can shut him
down again this game should
be a lot easier than 2005.
4. Will Vanderbilt bring any
fans to Columbia?
Last yea r I went to
Nashville for the game, and
my friends and I sat pretty
much wherever we wanted.

There was a longer line at
White Castle than there was
getting into the stadium.
It was like some parallel
universe where football was
just something to do between
studying and studying some
more.
BROOM ● B4

Every week, our staff will predict 10 college games.
If you think you know your stuff, submit your pick
for these games to gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu.
This
could
be you!

2. Will Blake Mitchell make
his triumphant return?
Earlier in the week Steve
Spurrier said that Mitchell
had been practicing well and
deserved a chance to play
again. He didn’t guarantee
Mitchell would see playing
time, but he did say it is a
definite possibility.
I was hoping Blake would
get his chance to come off
the bench in a big game and
light it up like he did against
A rkansas last year, but if
The Facemask has to make
its return against Vanderbilt,
I guess it will have to do.
Whatever it takes to get that
thing back on the field, I’m

ALEX
RILEY

CORY
BURKARTH

MICHAEL
AGUILAR

AUSTIN
COLLINS

GREG
HENDERSON

DIMITRI
NAJIM

Sports Editor

Asst. Sports Editor

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

Staffer of
the Week

Reader of
the week

Auburn at LSU
Michigan St. at Ohio State
Florida at Kentucky
Texas Tech at Missouri
Tennessee at Alabama
Michigan at Illinois
Miami at Florida State
California at UCLA
S. Cal at Notre Dame
Vanderbilt at S. Carolina

LSU
Ohio State
Kentucky
Texas Tech
Alabama
Illinois
Miami
California
S. California
S. Carolina

LSU
Ohio State
Florida
Missouri
Alabama
Michigan
Florida State
California
S. California
S. Carolina

LSU
Ohio State
Kentucky
Texas Tech
Tennessee
Illinois
Florida State
California
S. California
S. Carolina

LSU
Ohio State
Florida
Texas Tech
Tennessee
Illinois
Florida State
California
S. California
S. Carolina

LSU
Ohio State
Florida
Missouri
Tennessee
Illinois
Miami
California
S. California
S. Carolina

LSU
Ohio State
Florida
Texas Tech
Alabama
Michigan
Florida State
California
S. California
S. Carolina

Last Week’s Standings:
Overall:

(8-2)
(41-29)

(8-2)
(45-25)

(7-3)
(49-21)

(5-5)
(45-25)

(7-3)
(49-21)

(5-5)
(49-21)

USC DANCE MARATHON

TRIVIA
NIGHT

Blitz Week 2007
TODAY
WHAT: MIRACLE DAY...find out what USC Dance
Marathon and Children’s Miracle Network are about
WHEN: 11:00 A.M. till 2:00 P.M.
WHERE: In front of Russell House on Greene St.

For more information,
updated calendar and
registration forms visit
our Web site:

www.uscdm.org

Sponsors:

Don’t get tied
up with housing
decisions!

Call Riverbend
to ask about
flexible lease
options!

Riverbend
Apartments

7 pm Russell House 2nd floor at
the dining area beside Marble Slab
Up to 4 people on a team

$600 in bookstore and
Starbucks gift certificates
awarded each night

HALO 3 Tournament

Amenities
•State-of-the-Art Fitness Center
•Multi-Station Computer Lab
•1-4 Bedroom Apartments
•24 Hour Maintenance
•Study Area
•Lounge Area
•Swimming Pools
•Tennis Court
•Volleyball Court
•Laundry Facilities
•Short-Term Leasing
•Great Atmosphere

Every Friday: 10/19, 10/26, 11/2, 11/9

Thursday at 7pm
in the Golden
Spur Gameroom
The design team has
been hard at work. Come
see what they’ve done!
(803) 794-2948
100 Riverbend Dr.
W. Columbia, SC 29169
www.Bhmanagement.com

Sponsored by the
Department of
Student Life
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The season of the underdog continues
Conference championship race
fires upwith primetime matchups

Alabama, on the other hand, has been in
a rapid decline since they appeared in the
top 25 earlier this season. Following the win
against Arkansas, which propelled the Tide
into the top 25, they have lost to Georgia
in overtime and to a struggling Florida
State team. Alabama also struggled to beat
Houston and Ole Miss the last two weeks.
If Alabama is to beat Tennessee at home,
they will need a big day from quarterback
John Parker Wilson. The teams that have
had success against the Vols this season have
been able to stay in the pocket and pick apart
the inexperienced secondary of Tennessee.
Unless Wilson plays his best game of the
year, expect Tennessee to notch another
win.
Score: Tennessee 31 Alabama 17
3. No. 24 Texas Tech at No. 16
Missouri (3:30 p.m. ABC)
A word of caution to those who watch this
game: Don’t blink, because you will probably
miss a touchdown. Both of these one-loss
Big 12 teams have elite offenses, with Texas
Tech’s offense ranked second in the nation
in points per game with 49.7 and Missouri’s
offense ranked tenth with 40 points per
game. Missouri comes into Saturday’s game
reeling from a loss to Oklahoma last week
in which they surrendered a fourth quarter
lead.
Texas Tech, on the other hand, has won
every game this season except for a loss
they suffered in a shootout with Oklahoma
State earlier this season. The key to the Red
Raider’s success has been the connection
between quarterback Graham Harrell and
wideout Michael Crabtree. The duo has
combined for 17 touchdowns this season,
which leads the nation. Missouri’s offense
is led by Chase Daniel who is averaging
345 passing yards per game which is fifth in
the nation. In the end look for the Harrellto-Crabtree connection to
continue as the Red Raiders
are able to outscore t he
Missouri Tigers at home.
Score: Tex as Tech 48
Missouri 42
2. No. 15 Florida at No.
7 Kentucky (3:30 p.m. CBS)
This weekend’s matchup
between two high-scoring
SEC tea m s w i l l h ave a
tremendous effect on who
will win the coveted SEC

Austin Smallwood

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

5. No. 12 California at UCLA (3:30 p.m.
ABC)
Cal enters this game looking to rebound
after falling from the second spot in the polls
following last week’s loss to Oregon State at
home. The game ended when Cal’s backup
quarterback, Kevin Riley, ran the ball up the
middle of the field with 12 seconds left and
no timeouts. This left Cal without enough
time to kick a field goal, which would have
sent the game to overtime.
UCLA’s season, which once held great
promise, has gone up in smoke the past few
weeks. The Bruins lost to Utah by 38 points
and lost to a hapless Notre Dame team at
home. The problem for UCLA this season
has been inconsistent quarterback play and
turnovers. Expect Cal to make a statement in
this game in hopes of salvaging what is left of
the season the Bears were expecting to end in
the National Championship game.
Score: California 42 UCLA 14
4. No. 21 Tennessee at Alabama (12:30
p.m.)
Don’t look now, but the Volunteers have
inserted themselves right back in the thick
of the SEC after most people left them for
dead. After losing to California and Florida
at the beginning of the season, Tennessee
was declared a non-factor in the SEC and a
.500 team at best. Since then, the Volunteers
have fixed up a defense that allowed 59 points
to Florida. The official “we’re back” notice
was issued when they destroyed a top 15 team
in Georgia two weeks ago.

300 Knox Abbott Drive
Cayce, SC
803.926.0312
Only 2 miles from
the Russell House

4464 Devine Street
Columbia, SC
803.738.1108
Only 3 miles from
the Russell House

Visit BI-LO’s TAILGATE PARTY
TENTS on the way to the game!

JOIN THE BI-LO SUB CLUB!

KEG HEADQUARTERS
Guaranteed Lowest Prices in Town
Natural Light & Busch Light: $54.59
Keystone Light: $52.49
Bud Light: $72.49

Before every home game, load-up on tailgating
essentials and delicious grilled foods.
Conveniently located in the parking lot of our 300 Knox Abbot Dr. (Near
Assembly St.) and 4464 Devine St. (Near I-77) locations.

$

11

99

12” DELI SUB
SANDWICH
HAM • ROAST BEEF • TURKEY*

Corona Extra
& Corona
Extra Light

WITH YOUR BONUSCARD®

12 Pack
12 oz Bottles

SUBS WILL BE MADE FRESH TO ORDER AT OUR
NEW GAME DAY SUB STATION!

$ 99

3

ea.

WITH USC STUDENT I.D.

Rent the Budweiser Keg Wagon here!
We love special orders!

*SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY. LIMITED TIME ONLY. ASK FOR DETAILS.

$

99

10

Busch Light
Suitcases

GAME
DAY

Save $2.00
WITH YOUR BONUSCARD®

EVERYDAY

Southern Home
Deli Traditions

8-Piece

$ 99

Dark Fried Chicken

3

For

PRICES GOOD FOR A LIMITED TIME AT 300 KNOX ABBOT DR. AND 4464 DEVINE ST. LOCATIONS ONLY.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO RESTRICT QUANTITIES OF MERCHANDISE. NO SALES TO DEALERS.
FOR EVEN MORE GREAT BONUSCARD® SPECIALS, VISIT WWW.BI-LO.COM
If you are under 21, it is against the law to buy alcoholic beverages. All ABC regulations enforced

Students: New store hours just
for you! We are now open till
midnight Friday & Saturday!

East title this season. Kentucky
catapulted themselves right
back into the battle for the
SEC East with their thrilling
overtime defeat of the topr a n k e d L SU Tig er s l a s t
weekend. Kentucky was able
to slow down the explosive
LSU rushing attack and also
protect their Heisman hopeful
quarterback Andre Woodson
from the talented front seven
of LSU.
Florida enters this game
riding a t wo-game losing
streak with losses to Auburn
and LSU. However, Florida
had a bye last week and was
able to rest up for this key
battle. Both of these teams
average close to 40 points a
game, which should provide
for an intense battle between
quarterbacks Tim Tebow and
Andre Woodson. The home
c rowd at Com monwea lt h
St ad iu m s hou ld p r o v id e
the Wildcats a boost with
Kentucky welcoming College
Gameday to tow n for t he
first time in school history.
This game may very easily
come down to who has the
ball last, but Florida will have
the fresher legs in the fourth
LM Otero / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
quarter and will sneak out of
Lexington with the victory.
Texas Tech quarterback Graham Harrell is getting the Red
Score: Florida 38 Kentucky Raider offense going with almost 50 points per game.
31
sack against the Wildcats.
1. No. 17 Auburn at No. 4
Auburn’s defense played exceptionally well
LSU (9:00 p.m. ESPN)
This clash of SEC West juggernauts has last week, holding Heisman candidate Darren
often decided who will represent the division McFadden to just 43 yards on 17 carries. The
in Atlanta, and this year will be no different. key to this game is whether or not LSU will
Auburn, after suffering early season losses be able to play championship caliber football
to South Florida and Mississippi State, for four quarters after physically draining
has rebounded with wins at Florida and games against Florida and Kentucky. While
at Arkansas. LSU enters this game after Auburn is perfectly capable of winning this
a triple-overtime loss to Kentucky. Until game, it is hard to imagine a team as dominant
last weekend, LSU was clearly the most as the LSU Tigers losing two straight games,
dominant team in the nation. Both of these especially when this Tiger tussle is taking
teams play similar styles. Each will do their place in Death Valley at night.
best to run the ball and play solid defense.
Score: LSU 10 Auburn 6
LSU’s defensive line will need to play better
this week than they did against Kentucky. Comments on this story? E-mail gcksprts@gwm.
The LSU pass rush did not record a single sc.edu
BROOM ● Continued from B3
If you see people wearing
Vandy gear (just saying that
makes me smile), there is a
high probability that they
are the parents of a player.

Otherwise they just got lost
on the way to the library and
made a 400 mile wrong turn.
5. Can USC win the National
Championship?
In the immortal words of
Jeremy Grey; “Snap out of

it!” Get control of yourselves,
p e ople. T h i s i s g et t i ng
ridiculous.
USC is a very good team
that has beaten the teams I
expected them to beat and
lost to the best team in the
country, but please hold the
BCS talk u nt il we prove
we can beat Tennessee and
Florida.
I ’m n o t s a y i n g i t ’s
i mp o s sible, but I ’m not
making reservations quite
yet.
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IT’S FANTASY
FOOTBALL SEASON.
DOMINATE YOUR LEAGUE.
With ESPN MVP on V CAST, you get all the customized information you need to handle team
business no matter where you are: exclusive commentary, fantasy management tools and the
best fantasy analysis and advice right on your phone.

Fantasy Management*
Add/drop/start/bench
and get live scoring
for all of your players.

Game Update
Live scores, down and
distance, ball on, and
clock for every game
out there.

Exclusive Commentary*
Check in with the fantasy
experts whenever you
need them.

For more information
on ESPN MVP visit
vzw.com/ESPN

OFFICIAL SPONSOR

CALL
1.800.2JOIN.IN

CLICK
www.verizonwireless.com

VISIT
Any of our stores

*Exclusive to ESPN.com fantasy football players. V CAST is available in 242 major metros to more than 210 million people. Subject to Customer Agmt & Calling Plan. Select V CAST phone & VPak subscription req’d. Offer and coverage, varying by service, not available
everywhere. Coverage maps at vzw.com. ©2007 Verizon Wireless
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**Look Out for National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week!!!**

Possessing, consuming, purchasing or attempting
to purchase beer, wine, or liquor if you are under the
age of 21 will result in:
A fine of $100 - $200 [$260 - $465], and/or
imprisonment for up to 30 days; Suspension of
driver’s license for 120 days for the first offense and
one year for a second or subsequent offense
For more information regarding
SC Laws & Alcohol, call 777-7716
or visit www.sa.sc.edu/adp.
**Look Out for National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week!!!**

Garnet
gameday
pants and
hand-made
needle point
belt.
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500 Alexander Road West Columbia, SC 29169
803.939.9209

Meet the
New MCAT.

(803)
(8
(80
8 3)) 561-0835
5611-08
561
0 35
1013-A Broad River Rd
Columbia SC 29201

Specializing in all of your
hair and nail care needs.
Servicing Columbia for 10 years!

$5.00 Off

Never fear.
We’ve been obsessed with the new test for the past year and
a half, and we’re ready to teach you everything you need to
know to get your highest score.
Visit demo.PrincetonReview.com to take a free, full-length
practice MCAT.

800-2Review • PrincetonReview.com

of your service with this coupon
MCAT is a registered trademark of the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC). The
Princeton Review and The Princeton Review logo are trademarks of The Princeton Review, Inc.,
which is not affiliated with Princeton University.

exclusively at Brittons

The best classic
polo ever made.
Designed
in the South.
In store
appearan
Allen Ste ce:
Oct. 20 1phenson,
0-3 pm

2818 Devine St.
771-2700
Mon-Fri 10-7
Sat 10-6
www.brittonsofcolumbia.com

Exclusiv
at Britto ely
ns

2818 Devine St.
771-2700
Mon-Fri 10-7
Sat 10-6
only 1 mile from campus
www.brittonsofcolumbia.com

